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INTRODUCTION
Stubbies is a collection of short videos that will appeal to
primary and middle years students. Originally appearing
on ABC3 as interstitials, fillers between programs, they
are now being made available by the Australian Children’s
Television Foundation (ACTF) for use in classrooms. The
videos are funny, thought-provoking and highly original.
At a time when students are viewing and creating short
videos, online animations and other media and digital
forms, Stubbies presents many opportunities for them to
enjoy and learn from high quality, locally produced media
and digital content. For teachers wishing to incorporate
twenty-first century media into their programs, Stubbies are
an excellent option.
These very short programs have an advantage over
traditional television and media that is usually produced
in thirty-minute to one-hour programs. First and foremost,
they work very well with the short attention spans of
young children, allowing several viewings so that children
can become expert critical analysts of their language,
media and digital codes. Secondly, they provide excellent
examples for inspiring students to create their own media
and digital content, which they are already doing to some
extent using digital still and DVD cameras, iPads, PCs
and other platforms. Thirdly, they provide opportunities for
even very young students to learn about different genres
of media and digital content, particularly animation, and to
engage with the stories and themes across the curriculum.
Some ways in which the four programs on the DVD can
enhance many areas of the curriculum are explored in the
Study Guide. Lee Burton, the writer of this guide, has been
viewing these programs with students and teachers, as
well as using them in her research and tertiary teaching,
for several years. Many of the activities in the study guide
have arisen from brainstorms in teacher workshops and
students’ ideas in the classroom. All four programs will be
enjoyed by children from the age of five up, and comparing
and contrasting them provides many positive learning
outcomes as well as enjoyable learning experiences.

HOW TO USE THE STUDY
GUIDE
Each of the four Stubbies series on the DVD is briefly
described with discussion and activity ideas. For many
of the discussion points, children may require prompts,
which are included. The main part of each section
includes worksheets, group activity ideas, handouts and
ideas to extend the students’ options to write, create
visual art, engage in drama and produce a range of
projects using digital and other media. Many of the
worksheets can be adapted to use with any of the four
programs.
The first section of the Study Guide is to support
teachers in the areas of digital and media literacies and
animation, and who wish to include media in their Arts
teaching. It briefly describes the teaching methodologies
and terms such as codes and conventions so that
teachers can confidently approach the activities and
ideas in the Study Guide. ‘Horace in Slow Motion’,
‘Dukes of Broxstonia’ and ‘Casa De Evil’ include
different forms of animation. These present an excellent
teaching opportunity about a form of film that has
always been popular but, in its multimodal forms in the
twenty-first century, has gained a large audience of
children and adults alike.
A good way to view, enjoy and study these programs is
to watch each episode in each of the programs without
any introduction, discuss the story, characters and
genre of the program, and then view the class’ favourite
episode, pausing to discuss story elements, particular
shots and other elements chosen from the discussion
topics and the students’ interests. Allowing the students
to guide the viewing and discussion is very important
as it helps support them as independent learners, and it
values their ideas.
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CURRICULUM STUDY AREAS
ENGLISH, THE ARTS (MEDIA, DRAMA, MUSIC, VISUAL ARTS)

THEMES/TOPICS
Personal and interpersonal relationships, social
responsibility, behaviour, identity, place and space,
communication, personal and social competence, critical
and creative thinking, multi-literacy, comprehension,
language features, listening, viewing, speaking, writing and
analysing, inferring, questioning, evaluating, synthesising,
codes and conventions of media, point-of-view, expression,
storytelling, comedy, animation.

English and twenty-first century literacies
The Australian Curriculum for English places a great deal of
emphasis on multimodal texts. Teachers are now expected
more than ever to include media and digital texts in English.

Texts
Texts provide the means for communication. They can be
written, spoken or multimodal, and in print or digital/online
forms. Texts provide important opportunities for learning
about aspects of human experience and about aesthetic
value. Many of the tasks that students undertake in and out
of school involve understanding and producing imaginative,
informative and persuasive texts.
Multimodal texts combine language with other means
of communication such as visual images, soundtrack or
spoken word, as in film or computer presentation media.
For more information and detail, access the Australian
Curriculum for English <http://www.australiancurriculum.
edu.au/english/Rationale/> and your state or territory
curriculum website.

The Arts – Media

In teaching English and Media Arts, the terms below will
support your use of this study guide and other literacy and
media resources.

Representations
Representations are created by authors, the media and
digital producers, including ourselves. They are simply
depictions – ways of showing people, ideas, settings,
values and facts. They may bear little resemblance to actual
real-life events, people etc., even when they claim that they
do. Representations are very dependent upon the cultural
context in which they are used and the type of media or
digital form they appear in.
For example, ‘Horace in Slow Motion’ is hilarious
because it represents various bodily actions, many of
them grotesques, in detailed slow motion (adding to the
obscurity), through the main character, Horace – a large
pink pig.

Stubbies and all of the Australian Children’s Television
Foundation (ACTF) productions are excellent resources to
teach The Arts, particularly Media Arts.

Codes

In Media Arts, students use communication technologies to
creatively explore, make and interpret stories about people,
ideas and the world around them. They engage their
senses, imagination and intellect through media artworks
that respond to diverse cultural, social and organisational
influences on communications practices today. – Australian
Curriculum: The Arts, Foundation to Year 10, Rationale
p.4 <http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/TheArts/
Curriculum/F-10>

Symbolic codes are embedded in written, audio, visual
art, media and digital texts, and create associations in the
viewer’s mind, for example characters, objects, setting,
body language, clothing, colour, sound, music, text and
stereotypes or other concrete representations of ideas,
concepts or other abstractions. Humans often react to
symbolism on a subconscious level. All language is made
up of symbols. The smiley-face symbol, for example, is
used in emails, advertising and to signify approval. Visual

Symbolic codes
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For example: A low camera angle creates a feeling of power
when applied to a character.
2.

The soundtrack: Dialogue, natural location sound,
music and sound effects

STUBBIES
Discussing Stubbies to develop Literacy and Arts
knowledge
‘Dukes of Broxstonia’ (cel animation) and ‘Horace in
Slow Motion’ (digital animation):

For example: Bright, lively music signifies a comedic or
upbeat scene in a drama or romance.
1.

How has the animator interpreted this story so that it
will appeal to young audiences? Think about the style,
colours, music, sound effects, narration and dialogue.

2.

What are the dominant colours used in this animation?
What would happen if we changed the colours?

3.

What style(s) of music has been chosen for this
animation? Why? (Replay a short sequence where the
music is very important to the scene.)

Some codes can be technical and symbolic. For example, a
scene lit dramatically to create fear can also symbolise the
impending evil event.
Discussion points and activities in the Study Guide
provide many learning opportunities for understanding the
importance of codes and using them in creating media and
other arts.

Conventions

•

Conventions can be defined as an accepted way of doing
things, e.g. production conventions such as fade in and
fade out.

How does the music in this scene contribute to the
narrative, emotions, pace and our understanding
of characters?

4.
All of these elements of media and digital language need
to be taught to children just as we teach them how to read
and write our spoken language.

What sound effects are used? (Replay entire story
without sound and then with sound.)

5.

There are recommended resources throughout the Study
Guide that can further support your teaching in English and
the Arts.

How are characters represented? Discuss the style of
animation, expressions, body language, actions and
dialogue, if any.

6.

What symbols are used in the animation?

7.

What other media codes and conventions occur in
these animations? For example, what codes do they
share with other digital texts such as games, online
video and audio?
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View Episode One: ‘Looking after Quonkkas’.

‘MY STRANGE PET’ –
MOCKUMENTARY
‘My Strange Pet’ is a series of short mockumentary-style
videos about nine-year-old Henry’s strange pet – a giant
quonkka called Basil. Henry decides to make a film about
Basil as a school project. As Henry and his sister Peggy try
to demonstrate how to care for and play with Basil – who is
more a large woolly monster than domesticated pet – there
is mayhem and disaster. ‘My Strange Pet’ celebrates both
and satirises documentary television, particularly reality TV.

1.

Briefly discuss the story and characters.

2.

Which characters are real and which are not?

3.

What kind of pet is Basil?

4.

How was he created? How do you know this? Prompt
(e.g. is he an animation, an actor in an animal suit, etc.).

5.

What kind or genre of TV program is this? Prompt (e.g.
is it drama, comedy, documentary, news, etc.).

6.

Have you viewed other television programs like this
(but not containing a fantasy pet)? (Children may list
reality TV programs, animal documentaries, pets in
drama and other relevant programs.)

7.

Discuss the concept of a mockumentary. Older
students may have viewed a mockumentary or spoof
of some kind before.

8.

Discuss the hand-drawn titles that the program uses in
order to create the impression that it has been filmed
by children.

9.

Discuss the other techniques used during ‘My Strange
Pet’ that mimic the documentary style of filmmaking,
e.g. shaky handheld camera.

Visit ABC3 for more information and a gallery of shots:
<http://www.abc.net.au/abc3/microsites/mystrangepet/>
A mockumentary is a genre of film and television in which
fictitious events are presented in documentary format.
Mockumentaries have become very popular with students
since the advent of Chris Lilley’s TV programs We Can Be
Heroes: Finding The Australian of the Year (2005), Summer
Heights High (2007) and their spin-offs. ‘My Strange Pet’
could be used to introduce the topic of mockumentaries
and why people produce them. The most serious reason
for producing mockumentaries is to highlight social and/or
political problems by satirising them, but many are created
purely as comedies.

10. Who do you think made it? Prompt (for young
students): ‘was the TV program made by a professional
production company or by children?’
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View the rest of the episodes, discussing each
one, and then distribute the worksheet Caring
For a Pet, which includes activities for each
episode.
In each of the six episodes, there is a focus on a particular
element of pet care. The messages are delivered in a
humorous and engaging fashion.
Divide the class into six groups. Each group will discuss an
episode of ‘My Strange Pet’ and present their ideas to the
class. Distribute the Caring for a Pet worksheet to guide the
groups’ discussions.

‘Fleas’ – Although Basil’s fleas are of the giant variety, this
episode points out the importance of keeping your pet
flea-free.
‘Bath’ – Grooming and bathing an enormous animal like
Basil is daunting for Henry and Peggy, but they know how
important it is and do their best.

‘Looking After Quonkkas’ – Henry and Peggy’s dad has
told them about the importance of training Basil so that he
knows how to behave. Basil also enjoys having a game.

‘Hungry’ – Henry points out the importance of regularly
feeding Basil his favourite food: pumpkins. There is also a
place for occasional treats for pets, but when Peggy and
Henry overindulge Basil and themselves on ice cream they
learn a valuable lesson.

‘Basil’s Cave’ – Keeping a pet’s basket and/or bedding
clean is the topic of this episode. Unfortunately for Henry
and Peggy, this means cleaning out Basil’s enormous
underground cave.

‘Flying’ – Most pets get regular exercise going for a walk,
exploring the garden and playing with their owners. Henry
demonstrates how Basil gets his exercise and it’s a lot of
fun for both of them.

Episodes
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‘HORACE IN SLOW
MOTION’ – DIGITAL
ANIMATION
‘Horace in Slow Motion’ is a very clever celebration of what
happens when you create a digital portrait of a portly pig
enjoying various bodily acts and functions, including belly
dancing and burping. Not only is Horace large and pink,
he is entertaining and lovable. This very innovative and
politically incorrect animation will delight and amuse all ages.
Visit ABC3 for more information and a gallery of shots
<http://www.abc.net.au/abc3/microsites/horace/>

Creating humour using digital effects
There is a long tradition of physical, visual humour in many
art and media forms, enjoyed by both children and adults.
Clowns, stage variety shows with knockabout humour,
films and TV shows such as Mr Bean are very popular. The
very first film animations that utilised this and reached a
wide audience were the Warner Brother cartoons, with
characters such as Daffy Duck, the Road Runner and Bugs
Bunny. More recently, the Wallace and Gromit cartoons
have used clay animation to create hilarious scenes in
which characters chase each other in outlandish vehicles or
costumes (the wrong trousers for example).
Many other animations, such as the Toy Story movies, also
use a great deal of outlandish physical humour. Animation
allows effects like stretching, squashing, fast and slow
motion and crazy chase scenes to be easily created.
‘Horace in Slow Motion’ has one or two clever visual jokes
per episode. This series provides an excellent opportunity
to discuss media codes and conventions, particularly
those of animation and this tradition of physical comedy.
Read out to students:
Digital animation is animation that is done on your
computer. It takes drawing and slides that you create from
your computer and then animates them using code. 3D
animation creates a third dimension so that your cartoons
don’t just look like drawings.
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Slow-motion is easy to create in a digital animation. Would
‘Horace in Slow Motion’ be as funny if the joke occurred in
real time?

‘DUKES OF BROXSTONIA’ –
CEL ANIMATION

There are many excellent websites and resources online
that demonstrate how digital animations are created, for
example Teach Thought has lists of tools and information
to learn about digital animation: <http://www.teachthought.
com/technology/50-animation-tools-resources-digitallearners/>.

Created by Suren Perera and Stu Connolly

1.

View the episodes of ‘Horace in Slow Motion’ at least
once and then distribute the worksheet ‘Humour in
Horace in Slow Motion’.
Then view the program again, pausing on shots that
represent a visual joke and the sight gag at the end of
each episode that results from the use of slow-motion.
Students complete the worksheet and discuss.

2.

Distribute the Character worksheet and ask students
to create an animal character that could be the main
idea for a digital animation using another theme; e.g.
cooking, driving a car, playing a particular sport, etc.

‘Dukes of Broxstonia’ is an animation starring the Dukes,
a punk thrash band on tour from the mythical land of
Broxstonia, whose government generously supports them
as musicians. Their worst foes are rival band The Lukes of
Floxstonia.
This very funky series – with its outlandish, fantasy characters and its connections with popular culture and the
modern music scene – is a clever satire with an inevitable
visual punchline.
Visit ABC3 for more descriptions of the series and a
gallery of shots: <http://www.abc.net.au/abc3/microsites/
dukesofbroxstonia/>

Cel animation
Before computers, acetate cels were painted to create
animations. Nowadays, cel animations can be completely
created on computer. Computer technology offers
significant shortcuts over traditional cel painting as the
artists do not need to wait for paint to dry before adding
the next colour. This digital process allows each cel painter
to average 250 cels a day, in comparison to thirty or less if
they were hand-painted.
Each background represents a ‘scene’ in a cartoon. All of
the cels painted for use in that scene are photographed
on top of the background. There can be hundreds of cels
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Discussion and Activities
‘On TV’
Barj’s yelling wakes Arj and Larj up. He holds a TV up in
the air – the Dukes are on TV! On the television, we see the
Dukes latest film clip and endure their crazy new song. At
the end of the clip, the Broxstonian national anthem plays
as the Broxstonian flag (a bear wearing armour) is hoisted.
Arj and Larj salute as Barj’s pyjama pants fall down.
1.
painted for a scene, but only one background. Background
artists use the layout as a blueprint to paint the background
for each scene, following the layout exactly. Like the
character, location and prop designs, these paintings must
be modelled so that buildings and even their door handles
will always look the same.

How is each of the three characters represented
on TV? Discuss what instruments they play, their
appearance and their likes and dislikes.
•
•
•

Arj
Barj
Larj

2.

What comedy elements have the animators created for
each of the characters and the band as a whole?

3.

What kind of country do you think Broxstonia is?
(Pause on the shot of the map of Broxstonia and point
out the surrounding countries.)

Arj – The singer with spiky hair. He loves donuts.

4.

What other fictional countries are on the map? (Elbonia
from the Dilbert cartoons, Middle Earth, etc.)

Barj – The drummer with pink hair. He loves ice cream and
is terrified of spiders.

5.

Describe the Broxstonian flag. What is its central
image?

Larj – The guitarist of the band. He has sky blue hair and
wears a cap.

6.

Design a spoof flag for Australia that includes at least
one iconic Australian image.

In the traditional animation process, the backgrounds and
painted acetate cels were filmed under a ‘rostrum’ camera.
This process is now usually done on computer.

The characters

1.

Discuss and encourage students to respond to each
episode with alternative endings. If possible, supply
paper and coloured pens so that students can draw
the final shot of their alternative ending.

2.

If students have access to computers or laptops,
after viewing all six episodes they can work alone, in
pairs or in small groups to create the final shot of their
ending using a drawing tool or comic creation software
such as Toondoo or Animoto (all alternatives are in the
Resources List in this study guide. Excellent online
tutorials can be found on Digital Tutors: <http://www.
digitaltutors.com/subject/2d-animation-tutorials>).

3.

Ask students to choose their favourite band member
and create a profile for them, including:
•

A brief written description of the characters

•

A mock Facebook page on paper or on a
computer

•

A mock interview for a music fans website or
magazine, or another style of profile.

‘Fan Belt’
The Dukes are backstage in their trailer after their concert.
They can hear a baying crowd. When Arj looks outside he
sees weird ugly alien girl fans. They scream for Arj and he
retreats into the trailer. When Barj opens the door, the girls
bellow for him too. Larj gives it a go and finds the girls
uninterested. So Arj and Barj open up Larj and step inside
him. They make their escape inside Larj.
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1.

How does the band solve the problem of getting past
the weird alien girl fans?

2.

Being cartoon characters, what other tricks could they
use?

3.

Who in the class considers themselves a fan of a
particular music group?

4.

What does being a fan mean?

5.

What websites, magazines and other media do you use
to read about your favourite music group? Encourage
students to show the class some of these websites and
talk about the common features of them.

‘Pizza Fight’
The Dukes are having a pizza backstage when Arj and
Barj fight over the last slice. Arj and Barj’s tug of war over
the pizza continues through to their concert. They try
everything to win but when they knock over the staging and
end up underneath a huge backdrop, it’s Larj who ends up
getting the last bite.
1.

What happens when Arj and Barj fight over the last
pizza slice?

2.

Who finally gets to eat it?

3.

Each person or pair in the class quickly writes down
the name and ingredients of the pizza that they
think the Dukes are eating. Encourage outlandish
combinations.

4.

5.

Each person then calls out the details of the pizza,
which can be written on the whiteboard, and the class
votes on the most disgusting.
In small groups of three or four, improvise in slow
motion either a fight over the last portion of food or
food being used in a fight. Students can either play the
characters of the Dukes or create their own characters.
This is to be re-enacted in silent-movie style, with no
dialogue and the entire story carefully choreographed
so that nobody gets hurt.

‘Desert Duel’
In their bus on tour, the Dukes spot their deadly rivals – boy
band The Lukes of Floxstonia – on the way to their gig.
After a racing duel through the desert, with both bands
determined to win, the Dukes end up playing at the Lukes’
gig, leaving them furious outside.
1.

What sort of band are the Lukes of Floxstonia? Discuss
their bus, the kinds of symbols and images in the shots
featuring them and the physical appearance of the
band members.

2.

What kind of music would you expect them to play?

3.

Why do you think the Dukes and the Lukes hate each
other?

4.

Which band would you prefer to see play and why?

5.

Draw or describe a van that you would like if you’re in a
band or design a poster of your band featuring the van
in it.

‘Moon Tour’
The Dukes are abducted by aliens and taken by their friedegg-shaped spaceship to their weird planet. The Dukes
leap into action and play for their freaky hosts, but neither
Barj’s drumming nor Arj’s singing goes down well. When
Larj’s guitar solo has the aliens cheering, he decides to
stage dive, squashing the eggy aliens in the process.
1.

What genre/type of media is being satirised in ‘Moon
Tour’ (i.e what is this story a spoof of)?

2.

What science fiction codes and conventions can
you find in this episode? (Flying saucer, aliens, alien
abduction, etc.)

3.

What other science fiction animations, TV series or
films have you seen?

4.

View science fiction spoofs on YouTube relevant for the
age group of the students.
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5.

In groups, students plan a spoof based on the science
fiction genre or a specific TV series or film choosing
from the following (again depending upon the age
group, technology and time available).
•

A storyboard for a trailer of the spoof.

•

A very short TV or cinema commercial for the
spoof.

•

A short improvisation of a scene from the spoof.

•

A movie poster for the spoof.

1.

Why do you think the Dukes’ music is described as
heavy?

2.

Why do you think the girls love Larj as a classical
musician?

3.

What are the features of ‘thrash’ and ‘heavy metal’
music? Students could research the instruments
played, the kinds of lyrics and the history of this music.

4.

Who are some of the most popular ‘heavy’ music
groups at the moment?

5.

Design a poster for one of the Dukes’ concerts. You
can do it on poster paper or online using a program
such as Glogster <http://edu.glogster.com> (Glogster
is a Web 2.0 tool that allows users to create virtual
posters combining text, audio, video, images, and
hyperlinks and to share them with others electronically).

6.

As a class, brainstorm some other ideas about how
other settings on the washing machine might transform
Arj and Barj into other kinds of musicians.

‘Washday’
The Dukes stink – literally. It’s time to visit the Laundromat.
In goes Barj’s underpants, Arj’s Mohawk hair and Larj. But
when Larj exits, he’s been transformed into a violin-playing,
suit-wearing classical musician! The girls love him but the
Dukes don’t. Arj notices the machine is set to ‘Delicate’ so
they put Larj back in and change the cycle to ‘Heavy’. Larj
returns to his normal stinking self!
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‘CASA DE EVIL’ – LIVEACTION AND ANIMATION
Casa de Evil is an island holiday resort with a difference
– it’s specifically for supervillains! In the six mock
advertisements for the resort, Casa de Evil attempts to
market its exclusive delights to a very specialised group of
holidaymakers. This mixture of live-action and animation is
cleverly shot, budget-style, on old film, mocking the slick
commercials of today. The series is also a spoof of the
superhero genre but focusing on archetypal villains. Each
of the episodes focuses on the kinds of experiences that
holidaymakers enjoy: water sports, nightlife, dining options,
skiing and gymnasium facilities.

students to learn to analyse and create persuasive
texts. If possible, also provide some magazine and
newspaper advertisements for resorts and brochures
from travel agents.
2.

After viewing the episodes ask the students to identify
the following codes and conventions of advertising that
are satirised in the series.

•

The ‘Casa de Evil’ logo is a very downmarket sign
featuring a pineapple. What kind of resort do you think
the logo represents?

•

Compare the logo with ones viewed in the classroom
for other resorts.

Visit ABC3 for more information and a gallery of shots
<http://www.abc.net.au/tv/programs/casa-de-evil/>

•

What standard resort shots are used in the opening
sequence?

1.

•

‘Relax in style’ and ‘evil deserves to relax’ are the
resort’s mottos. How do the commercials represent the
Casa de Evil’s concept of style?

Before viewing any of the episodes view some
commercials for holidays and discuss the techniques
of persuasion used. This is a good opportunity for

Check in
View once and then view again pausing on each shot that
features a supervillain.
1.

Describe the reception area and the staff at the resort.
What scenery, objects, costumes and props are used
to create an enticing atmosphere for the supervillains?

2.

Describe each of the supervillains.

3.

What kinds of films would they appear in?
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4.

5.

6.

7.

Who would be the superheroes or characters who
would be their enemies?
Excluding superheroes from the resort’s exclusive
membership is one inducement to stay at the resort.
In pairs or small groups, brainstorm some other
characters or events that the resort would have to
exclude in order to make the holiday an enjoyable
experience for supervillains.
In the same group, design on a large piece of poster
paper the reception area for a resort for superheroes.

Dining Options and Nightlife
Two other commercials for ‘Casa de Evil’ feature eating out
and entertainment.
•

What other dining and entertainment options could
have been included in these commercials?

•

Think about specific café, bistro or restaurant names
and the names of nightclubs, movie theatres and so
on.

•

Design a sign for your venue to appeal to supervillains.

Design and make a supervillain mask.

Water sports and skiing
These two commercials present two very different ways to
enjoy the island: in the sea or skiing and snowboarding.
•

How are the enjoyable activities in water sports and
skiing represented?

•

Discuss how these shots were created using a green
screen and how they work as a spoof of glossy,
expensive commercials with high production values.

•

What other relaxing sports or activities do resort
advertisements often feature? Choose one and, with a
partner, brainstorm some ideas on how ‘Casa de Evil’
would promote it.
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ACTIVITY SHEET

INTRODUCE CHILDREN TO BASIC MEDIA AND DIGITAL LITERACY
SKILLS AND MEDIA ARTS KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDINGS

In these lessons, students learn about visual language
through the episodes on Stubbies. The aim is to develop
analytical, critical and creative skills in students, focusing
on enriching their literacy learning.

•

If the person is filmed at eye level Insert EL from
Stubbies, this mimicks the way that we communicate
with each other most of the time. This is the most
natural camera angle.

Students will:

•

If the person is filmed from a low angle (camera
pointing up at the subject) Insert LA from Stubbies,
this makes the person appear big, important and
sometimes intimidating.

•

If the person is filmed from a high angle (camera
pointing down at the subject) Insert HA from Stubbies,
this makes the person appear small, insignificant and
sometimes threatened.

4.

Show a selection of scenes from Stubbies, pausing to
allow students to nominate the shot size and camera
angle, and what effects they have on the characters
and the story.

1.

2.

1.

Learn the difference between animated media,
drama and news;

2.

Learn the language of the media (e.g. what is a
close-up?);

3.

Learn how simple media and digital stories are
written using story structure and storyboards;

4.

Create their own print, media and digital products.

Show a selection of episodes from Stubbies, pausing
to allow students to nominate the shot size and camera
angle and what effects they have on the characters and
the story.
Using a video camera connected to a PC, demonstrate
how the language of the media is constructed to tell
stories that make us feel happy, sad and sometimes
angry or scared.
Alternatively, show photographs, still pictures and
video clips that demonstrate the following:

•

If the person is in wide shot Insert WS from Stubbies,
we see the person and their surroundings – this can
make us feel distant from the person.

•

If the person is in medium shot Insert MS from
Stubbies, we see them from the waist up – this is the
normal body distance we have from most people.

•

If the person is in close-up Insert CU from Stubbies, we
see their face only – this makes us react to the person.

Ask the students to make a frame with their hands around
their eyes and try out the three shot sizes on the teacher
or another student. If students have tablets they can use
them to take the shots. Alternatively, if mobile phones are
allowed in your classroom, use them.
3.

Extension ideas
•

Make a word cloud about your favourite Stubbies
program. Use Wordle <http://www.wordle.net> or
another word cloud program.

•

Make your own poster for one of the programs using
poster paper and coloured pens, or digitally using
glogster. <http://www.glogster.com>.

•

Write a short poem about your favourite character from
Stubbies and illustrate it, or use copyright-free pictures
from Flickr or other picture-sharing websites. The
poem can be done just using Word and adding in the
picture.

•

Read the poem and add music or create a collage of
sounds and music to produce a special effect. You can
record your own sound effect using Audioboo <http://
audioboo.fm> .
Choose a picture stream from Thinglink <http://www.
thinglink.com>. Write a poem or story about a strange
pet to match it.

•

Write a short story about one or more of the characters
from Stubbies with a collage of pictures.

Now use the video camera or pictures to demonstrate
Use 4Free Photos <http://4freephotos.com>, Flickr
camera angles and how they are used to add drama to
<https://www.flickr.com/creativecommons/> or Creative Commons,
a story and to influence us.
which also has music <http://search.creativecommons.org>.
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WORKSHEET:
CARING FOR A PET

Title of Our Episde:
Names:

1.

In My Strange Pet, Henry and Peggy spend a lot of time looking after Basil, making sure he is properly fed, kept clean
and played with. Discuss the main pet care idea in this episode. List the kinds of pets the members of your group
have or know about and how you would use the ideas they have with a real pet.

2.

How would you help other children to know how to look after their pets, using the ideas from this episode? Choose
one of the media below, or another of your choice, to present your idea. Your teacher can supply you with poster
paper and coloured pens, or access to a computer.

A LARGE POSTER OR INFORMATION HANDOUT FOR SCHOOL, IN THE COMMUNITY OR
AT THE LOCAL VET CLINIC.
A POWERPOINT
A COMIC STRIP (YOU COULD DESIGN THIS USING ONLINE SOFTWARE OR ON PAPER)
A SHORT FILM CLIP
A MAGAZINE OR TV ADVERTISEMENT (THIS COULD BE IN THE FORM OF A STORYBOARD,
OR YOU COULD FILM IT, OR MAKE IT AS AN ANIMATION USING ANIMATION SOFTWARE
OR CLAY)
AN INFORMATION BROCHURE
YOUR OWN IDEA
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WORKSHEET:

HUMOUR IN ‘HORACE IN SLOW MOTION’
Name:
View each episode and describe the sight gag that uses
slow-motion. Add your own ideas about whether the sight
gag is funny, gross or both.

EPISODE

SIGHT GAG

THE JOG

THE WORKOUT

THE FALL

THE BURP

THE BOUNCE

THE BELLYDANCE
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STORYBOARD

HUMOUR IN ‘HORACE IN SLOW MOTION’

NAME:

ANIMATION TITLE:

1. Draw your character in each
of the frames using each
shot size.
2. Then draw your character in
long shot using each camera
angle

SPECIAL DIGITAL EFFECTS:

NAME OF MAIN
CHARACTER:

WHERE (location):

1. Wide shot

Mid shot

Close up

2. Eye level angle

Low angle

High angle

WHEN:
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Now draw one visual joke for your character using all of the camera shots and angles.
Write dialogue, sound and music underneath the frame

1

2

3

Dialogue, Sound, Music

Dialogue, Sound, Music

Dialogue, Sound, Music

4

5

6

Dialogue, Sound, Music

Dialogue, Sound, Music

Dialogue, Sound, Music
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RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
FROM THE ACTF <HTTP://WWW.ACTF.COM.AU/EDUCATION>

Persuasive Text (DVD-ROM)
In Persuasive Text: An Introduction to Using Persuasive
Language in the Classroom (DVD-ROM), you will find good
ideas to support primary and lower secondary teachers
addressing persuasive texts in the classroom.
The resource includes:

•
•
•

Twelve digitised downloadable clips from a variety of
children’s TV productions;
Forty-four teaching activities with associated student
activity sheets;
Links to current Australian curriculum documents and
supporting resources.

The teaching activities offer strategies for engaging Years
3–9 in developing their skills and understanding for using
persuasive language through verbal and non-verbal forms.

Reading and Viewing for Comprehension (DVDROM)
This comprehension resource adopts a learning model
based on (1) developing knowledge of reading and
viewing genres, (2) utilising the readers’ prior knowledge,
(3) discovering and exploring information about both text
and image, and (4) using context to assist recognition of
words, images, symbols and meaning.
The texts and the images employed by the resource are
related to well-known ACTF productions such as Round the
Twist, I Think …, My Place, Noah & Saskia, Lockie Leonard
and others.

Animation Kit <http://actf.com.au/teaching_resources/
res/10256#edresource>
The information, interactive tutorials and lesson
plans in this kit have been designed as a resource to
support teachers with little or basic knowledge about
animation, and as a resource for students. Animation
has come to be regarded as a serous artform and it
now encompasses the original forms of animation toys,
cel (including children’s cartoons), pixellation, handdrawn and claymation, as well as digital animation.

I Think … cross-curriculum teaching kit
I Think … is an educational resource designed as an
aid in teaching philosophical inquiry, values education
and media literacy. I Think … is inspired by the
animated short films Munch Kids from the ACTF’s
award-winning Lift Off series, and is comprised of a
teachers’ guide, video and website resource.
It is a valuable creative aid for discussing how ideas –
both concrete and abstract – have been transformed
into visual form by different animation artists, and the
way children conceptualise ideas and philosophical
concepts.
For students of all ages, I Think … is also a good way
to study how real-life conversations can be interpreted
using visual images – in this case, animation. Students
will be motivated to audiotape or video interviews,
conversations and other interactions and then to
interpret them using visual images, to animate their
ideas.

The resource uses collaborative and fun approaches
incorporating discussion, inferring, questioning, analysing
and evaluating, creating, and synthesising information.
The resource includes:

•
•
•
•

Over 130 teaching strategies and student activities
aligned to thirteen video clips;
Teaching and learning strategies for engaging Years
3–9;
References the Australian Curriculum for English;
Links to useful digital resource websites for the
Departments of Education and Study authorities in
each state and territory.
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Other ACTF Animated Series
Li’l Elvis Jones and The Truckstoppers
Li’l Elvis has a gift for music, a talent for trouble and a
desire for only one thing – to find out who he really is and
be a normal kid again.

Animalia
Alex and Zoe are two kids who find themselves in an
extraordinary situation. After stumbling across a magical
portal hidden in the town library, they’re led to a parallel
dimension – a sophisticated world called Animalia. It’s a
magical place dominated by talking animals.

Several of the Kaboodle stories have little or no dialogue.
Teachers of ESL and hearing-impaired students of all ages
are finding that these are valuable resources in developing
language skills.
Kaboodle is also available with captions for the hearingimpaired.
Kaboodle follows a narrative exploration, with the stories
and activities in each episode focusing on a different aspect
of the ‘narrative’ in both literature and screen stories. Many
of its animations are wonderful teaching resources for the
art of animation. They are listed below:
•

The Animalia: Primary Teaching Resource (DVD & DVDROM) selects twelve episodes from the Animalia TV series.
The resource uses the TV animation series to support
primary teachers in exploring concepts and issues of Civics
& Citizenship, Values and Identity. The teaching activities
relate to the embedded clips, which can be viewed
individually or as a class.

Kaboodle
Kaboodle is a series in two volumes, plus teachers’ notes.
It is a popular resource in both primary and secondary
schools for Literacy and English, as well as Media Studies
and SOSE.

‘Waltzing Matilda’: A clay animation version of the
song that features Australian animals and presents
opportunities for children to act out other Australian
stories, poems and songs, and to create a picture
storybook.

Themes: Australian stories, humour, myths and fables,
making clay animations.
Ages: All ages Literacy, Media Literacy, Visual Art.
•

‘The Idea’: An animation exploring where ideas come
from. This can act as a stimulus for problem-solving
and communication activities.

Themes: Creativity, humour and emotions.
Ages: 7–12 Literacy, Thinking, Animation Studies, Visual Art.

Kabooble has many short animations that encourage
imagination, stimulate creative play and encourage
exploration of values and issues; it is also an excellent
resource for Visual Literacy and The Arts (Media).

•

The series mainly appeals to students aged three to
thirteen, but the Kaboodle animations are also used in
studies of short film and animation genres from primary to
tertiary levels.

‘Whiska’: A short animated story about a seal.
Activities include using S words to make a tongue
twister, making a storyboard, drama – becoming
different animals and reading non-fiction books about
animals and the environment. There is no dialogue, so
this story can be used with non-English speakers and
hearing-impaired children. It is also valuable to teach
basic visual literacy concepts, as children can tell the
story as it unfolds on the screen.

Themes: Animal habitats, story structure, speaking and
listening.
Ages: 3–6 Literacy, Media Literacy, and Animation Studies.
•

‘The Cure’: An animation about a little boy who catches
the hiccups and his sister’s attempts to cure him. There
is no dialogue, so this story can be used with nonEnglish speakers and hearing-impaired children. It is
also valuable to teach basic visual literacy concepts, as
children can tell the story as it unfolds on the screen.
It is a one-shot animation, which is also valuable for
discussion in relation to codes and conventions of
visual language.

Themes: Helping, why we watch TV and finding solutions
to problems.
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Ages: 3–6 Literacy, all ages Animation Studies.
•

‘Joshua Cooks’: Joshua attempts to bake a cake for
Nanna’s visit. Activities can be based around trying
new things, cooking, imaginary creatures and learning
new descriptive words about people.

Themes: Families, helping out, friends.
Ages: Early years, ages 4–7 Personal Development, Literacy, Media Literacy.
•

‘Lock up Your Toys’: An animated story about a little
boy who worries about the coming of a new baby.
Activities focus on learning about caring for babies.

Themes: Coping with sibling rivalry, birth, self and family.
Ages: Early years Personal Development, ages 4–7 Literacy, Media Literacy.
•

‘There’s Dragons’: An animated song that encourages
make-believe activities, singing and creating a song
based on a character from a picture storybook.

Themes: Different families, parents separating, life changes, imaginary friends.

Themes: Make-believe creatures, learning about animation.
Ages: 3–10 Literacy, Animation Studies.
•

‘Thing’: An animated version of the Robin Klein book
that encourages reading, making books and Media
Literacy.

Themes: Book-to-film, dinosaurs, pet care.
Ages: 6–10 Literacy, Media Literacy, Animation Studies.
•

‘Molly Makes Music’: Molly has to deal with her
parents’ separation. Together with the activities in the
teacher’s notes and recommended books, this story
presents an excellent opportunity to discuss family
change and to draw and write about imaginary friends.

Ages: Early years Literacy and Media Literacy, ages 5–7
Personal Development, Health.

Other Recommended Resources
Articles from Screen Education, published by the Australian
Teachers of Media (ATOM) <http://www.theeducationshop.
com.au/shop/categories.asp?cID=3>
Multiliteracies in the Early Years <http://www.
theeducationshop.com.au/shop/product.
asp?pID=473&cID=3>
Getting Started! Media Education in the Early Years
<http://www.theeducationshop.com.au/shop/product.
asp?pID=1930&cID=3>
Children and the New Media Literacy <http://
www.theeducationshop.com.au/shop/product.
asp?pID=739&cID=3>
Body Talk: Making and Interpreting Meaning (Primary
School Teacher Resource) <http://www.theeducationshop.
com.au/shop/product.asp?pID=476&cID=3>
The Book, The Film and the Website: Teaching Multimodal
Texts <http://www.theeducationshop.com.au/shop/
product.asp?pID=2118&cID=3>
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This study guide was produced by ATOM for
the Australian Children’s Television Foundation.
ISBN: 978-1-74295-472-1 (© ATOM 2014)
Join ATOM’s email broadcast list for invitations to
free screenings, conferences, seminars, etc.
Sign up now at <http://www.metromagazine.com.au/email_list/>.
For hundreds of articles on Film as Text,
Screen Literacy, Multiliteracy and Media Studies,
visit <http://www.theeducationshop.com.au>.

